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• Surface Mass Loads, such as atmospheric (ATML), ocean non-
tidal (NTOL), and hydrologic (HYDL), exert forces on the Earth and 
change the shape of the surface.  
• Horizontal and vertical displacement responses of Earth’s surface 
are recorded using Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers.   
• Modeling and removing mass load signals in GPS time series can 
reduce variance and improve accuracy of the time series.  
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Introduction 
Columbia River  along the Washington-Oregon border. Mass loading 
from the water and the atmosphere exerts force on Earth’s surface, 
deforming its shape. 
 PBO Station P710 (LEFT) in Yellowstone Nation Park, WY and  
PBO Station P144 (RIGHT) in Sierra Nevada Mountains, Northern CA 
Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) GPS stations in the United States 
• Software LoadDef to model surface mass load contributions 
• Subtract ATML model from data and calculate RMS 
• Map RMS reductions in the Western US, find regional patterns. 
Map coverage of ATML  % RMS reduction for GPS processing centers 
Blue colors show a reduction in RMS.  
Yellow and Orange colors show an increase in RMS. 
%RMS reduction varies significantly among the different processing 
centers: UNAVCO > JPL > UNR 
 
• Apply methods to horizontal components of GPS time series 
• Apply methods to NTOL modeling 
• Explore signals using Principal Component Analysis. 
 
GPS Post-Processing 
Removing offsets in each component of time series after large 
earthquakes and antennae swaps removes large spikes in data. 
• GPS data from UNAVCO, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), 
and University of Nevada Reno (UNR) processing centers.  
• Scripts written for post-processing of GPS data: 
 Remove Offsets (earthquakes, antennae swaps) 
 Remove Outliers 
 Inverse Model to fit and remove a linear harmonic signal 
 Calculate Root Mean Square (RMS) of post-processed data 




Station P744: Modeling linear harmonic fit (purple) to center 
data data around zero (black)  
ATML (blue) compared to post-processed GPS (black). 
Residual after removing ATML (orange). 39% RMS reduction 
Future Work 
